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We have got to know what could be offered by new HTC Sense 4.0, although there is no image and
official information is available about the new user interface. In brief, it has been moulded to be most
striking and refubished Sense till date. Here are some main features you can expect with HTC
Sense 4.0.

Better lock screen and layout

Revamping the features of HTC Sense 3.0 still comes with custom lock screen, though it has added
favorite contracts and notifications on the table. Hence, you can access camera, make a call to your
buddy, mate or family members and respond to messages in no moment. The manufacturer has
continuously been emphasized to minimize visual clutter, the glimpses we have already seen on
HTC Sense 3.5. 

This new user interface will offer user things like menu tabs and icons displayed right hand side of
the screen when the phone is turned to landscape. However, the most important information
PocketNow has got is that it will not have keys beside the screen. Thus HTC Edgeâ€™s 4.3 inch screen
wonâ€™t be encroached by any key.

Third applications, improved Email and on the top it beats audio support.

Though HTC Sense 4.0 has shown its glimpses on the Sensation XE and XL, but soon the devices
will have full fledged HTC sense 4.0. On the new Sense, email application has been given
retouching making it best looking and most beneficial available on Android.  With the new HTC
Sense, threaded messages and emails are shown with depth of field color, even read and unread
messages are presented in different colors. And the users who are regular exchanger, there is
Smart Sync feature that automatically works so that your syncs doesnâ€™t happen while your phone is
inactive.

New Browser, New â€˜Guest Modeâ€™ and above all Drop Box

On the top of all the above wonders, there is Drop Box Integration which has been beefed up to
50GB. Furthermore, the DropBox Folder is shown on the phone as it is one more drive on the
phone.  Likewise, there are a number of new features on the new HTC Sense 4.0 we are waiting
eagerly. And we hopefully look forward to WMC where new devices of HTC Sensation XE Deals
www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk will be shown with this new HTC Sense.
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sensation xe pay monthly. Visit for more info :- http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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